What Makes 1CT and 1JT giggle?

After reading the story, **What makes you giggle?**, the students thought about how they laugh and giggle when they find something funny—like when Matthias and Coral May tried to balance Mr Cunningham’s turban pumpkin on their head!

“**What makes you giggle?**”

“Shaun the sheep makes me giggle.” - Tiyanie

“When my brother tells me a joke.” - Andrew

“My mum makes me laugh when she tickles me.” - Coral May

“When the clown threw 4 eggs at me at the circus.” - Matthias

“I giggle when my baby brother snores really loud.” - Charlotte

“I giggle when my baby brother makes funny faces.” - Shradha

“My dad’s hair makes me giggle.” - Wayklin

“When Miss Toates puts a pumpkin on her head.” - Josie

“My dad makes me laugh. He tickles me.” - Nikhil

“When I scare my sister, she jumps. It makes me giggle.” - Heidi

“The Gummy Bear makes me giggle.” - Alex

“When someone is being silly, I giggle.” - Aashuq

“Tiyanie makes me giggle when she does Gangnam Style.” - Kayla K